how to choose your Erasmus+
Part #1: overall ranking

- sum of two contributions
  - GPA (out of 30 points)
  - “time productivity” (out of 30 credits)

- So... same weight!

Actually, easier to have high productivity
Caveats

- Both metrics account for the Bachelor degree
- GPA counts your graduation mark into a 30-point scale and giving it weight =180 credits
- For international students, the conversion is dumb so expect to be ranked on the bottom
- Check with other students (WA, Telegram...)
- Don’t ask the professor of that flow about the exam → ask prof. Tomasin
Part #2: choose your destination

- Tier A: DTU, Oslo, UK, UPC Barcelona
- Tier B: Madrid, Dresden, Klagenfurt, Aachen, Midsweden
- Tier C: Other Spanish destinations, Darmstadt, Coimbra
- Tier D: France, Belgrade
- Tier E: destinations where the coordinator is not an ICT professor
Tier A

• Very difficult to get in
• Choose only if high ranking
• Be kind and tell people if you apply
• Possibly consider a backup
Tier B

- Good destinations, English-taught courses
- Can get in even without super-high ranking
- Good backup choices for geeks
- Be kind and tell people if you apply
Tier C

• Courses are not always taught in English: better check what they offer
• Still, plenty of nice destinations
• Consider these (at least as backups) if your ranking is not high
• Very hard not to be admitted there
Tier D

- Courses are NOT taught in English
- Yet, very good destinations
- Consider these only:
  - if you know the local language
  - or you plan to go there for your thesis
Tier E

- Concrete risk to get lower priority than other students
- In some cases, this risk is 100% guaranteed
- Better to contact the professor